
ECO232 Review Sheet for Final Exam

Format:

• The exam is cumulative; so every topic is possible.
• There are 16 questions; you choose 10 to answer.
• Each question is worth the same amount.
• The questions are short-answer, written questions.
• There are no calculations.
• Answer questions in any order.

Topics we have covered:

1. Climate changes expected (not much economics)
2. Idea of dose-response function
3. Economic climate change dose-response function**
4. Theory on why emissions are too high: tragedy of commons; externalities; Coase theory**
5. Dose-response examples (general from Science)
6. Dose-response agriculture
7. Dose-response health
8. Dose-response housing
9. Discounting (how to and why)

10. Social discount rate**
11. Economic metrics for damage**
12. Economic solutions: Adaptation
13. Economic solutions: Energy**
14. Economic solutions: Cultural change
15. Economic solutions: Geo-engineering
16. Economic solutions: Drawdown options***
17. Economic solutions: criteria for evaluating Drawdown solutions***
18. Policy: Carbon tax**
19. Policy: Permit trading
20. International cooperation
21. International agreements

Advice:

• More detail equals higher scores.
• Partial answers get some credit.
• More economics equals higher scores.
• Try to make 3 different points (not the same point twice).
• Give examples.
• There will be two questions on Drawdown solutions; so review your solution.
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Review approaches:

1. Start with the review topics (above).
2. Choose the topics you find easiest first.
3. Write down on paper some of the key ideas for that topic. (Get this information from the slides and

the readings).
4. Learn these ideas.
5. Write down on paper some slightly more detailed ideas on this topic. (Get this information from the

slides and the readings).
6. Learn these ideas.
7. Choose some more topics until you get to 10+.
8. Repeat steps 3-5.
9. Look at the sample questions (below).

Sample questions:

1. What are some of the main economic damages from climate change?

2. What is the economic dose-response function?

3. What are the economic consequences for the agriculture sector from climate change?

4. How is the social discount rate calculated?

5. Which alternative energy sources might best reduce greenhouse gas emissions?

6. Why is a tax an effective way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions?

7. What are some of the main failings of the IPCC meetings in Kyoto and Paris?

See next page for how to answer sample questions
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How to answer sample questions:

1. What are some of the main economic damages from climate change? Here you get a chance to
name all the consequences of climate change.
Start with the basics of what climate change will do: hot, wet, crazy.
Focus on the economic consequences for inputs (e.g. labor) and outputs (e.g. crops, healthcare,
housing, animal habitats, migration).
There are a lot of ways to answer this; give details and focus on economic terms (e.g. the money
value of each consequence).

2. What is the economic dose-response function?
This is the picture of the boxes linked in a diagonal. You need to know these linked boxes.

3. What are the economic consequences for the agriculture sector from climate change?
Make three points using economic ideas.
Climate change causes economic damages on agriculture. A lot of revenue from lost crops occur
every year.
The growing cycle changes – raising costs to farmers; and there is more food spoilage from heat –
raising prices to consumers.
Important inputs will be more scarce: the lack of available water for irrigation will reduce yields and
so farmer revenue.

4. How is the social discount rate calculated? Write out the equation: r = d + g.e.
Define each term d, g, and e. (d is rate of time preference, g is growth in per capita consumption and
e is the rate at which the marginal value of consumption falls as per capita consumption increases).
Explain how you might calculate d, g, and e.
Provide a reasonable estimate of r.
Explain why r might be lower than a typical interest rate from citibank.

5. Which alternative energy sources might best reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
Start with the carbon emissions per kwatt hour for each energy source.
Explain criteria for evaluating energy sources (cost, carbon emissions, other negative externalities).
State that moving from high-carbon to low-carbon energy sources will reduce emissions.
Identify which energy sources are best.

6. Why is a tax an effective way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
A tax on emissions has four big effects.

(a) Signals to consumers about goods’ carbon intensity

(b) Signals to producers about inputs’ carbon intensity

(c) Incentives to develop low carbon substitutes

(d) Raises revenue for government to mitigate climate change.

7. What are some of the main failings of the IPCC meetings in Kyoto and Paris?
In Kyoto in 2001:

• National contributions could not be compared

• U.S. did not ratify the agreement

• Most countries did not meet targets

In Paris in 2015 governments agreed to INDCs. These are weak because they are intended, chosen
by countries themselves, promises (not actual). INDCs are weak:
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